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Lying beaten, broken, bleeding in this ditch
What did he do to deserve a fate like this?
Left a wife and a child no one knows their names
Never will he see their faces smile again

Crossed paths with a devil, just like me
I killed him quick just to steal his money
I don't care if he had a name
He's gone now the buzzards eat his remains

I need another fix this craving burns me to my core
Count the lives I've taken with these markings on the
wall

I will do anything just to get what I want
Only way I've known, is with a blade, a rock or a stone
Learned my lessons on the street, got to be bad, got to
be fast
I sing my song as the families of the bodies I've left
weep

Sitting in the dark not caring for my acts
Avoid the mirrors I can't face them anymore
Not the same man as I started out as
It's become more ritual than fun now

I need another fix this craving burns me to my core
Count the lives I've taken with these markings on the
wall
I will do anything just to get what I want
Only way I've known, is with a blade, a rock or a stone
Learned my lessons on the street, got to be bad, got to
be fast
I sing my song as the families of the bodies I've left
weep

I can't say I'm sorry for what I loved to do
You can look me in the eye, I won't shed a tear for you
You might know my name, while I don't care for yours
Just another serial killer, leaving bodies on the floor
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